A generalized algorithm is developed for studying the sound wave propagation in a system of interconnected rigid walled acoustic filter elements. The algorithm is based on the transfer matrix approach of analysis. Interconnection between various elements is represented by a connectivity matrix. Equations of mass velocity continuity and pressure equilibrium at the interconnections are generated using this connectivity matrix and are solved to get the overall transfer matrix of the system. The algorithm used for generalized labeling of the network and computation of transmission loss is discussed. The algorithm is applied to investigate multiply connected automobile mufflers as a network of acoustic elements. Results for some configurations have been compared with those from the finite element model analysis and experiments cited in the literature. A parametric study with respect to some geometric variables is carried out. While the results are illustrated here for a few configurations, the approach holds for all kinds of combinations of acoustic elements with any degree of complexity. The acoustical similarity between apparently different networks is discussed. The approach is flexible to incorporate any other acoustic elements, provided the acoustic variables at the junctions of the element can be related by a transfer matrix a priori.
I. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic wave propagation through a combination of acoustic filter or muffler elements has been studied for a very long time in the history of acoustic filters. Study of two tubes in parallel connection, for varying lengths and crosssectional areas, has been carried out since the 19th century, first by Herschel and Quincke 1,2 and later refined by Stewart and Lindsay [3] [4] [5] in the early 20th century. Stewart's analysis, however, was a restricted one in a way that it forced the cross-sectional areas of the parallel ducts to be equal and the sum of the cross-sectional areas of the two branch ducts to be the same as that of the entrant and the exit duct. A general analytical expression for the transmission loss of a simple two-node, two-duct configuration ͓i.e., the Herschel-Quincke ͑HQ͒ tube͔ was developed and the numerical and experimental verification of the same was carried out by Selamet et al. 6 In their work, the conservation equations for mass, momentum, and internal energy, coupled with the ideal gas equation of state were formulated and solved using numerical methods.
Historically, the use of the HQ tube has been restricted to the suppression of tones of specific frequencies. The sound attenuation that can be achieved by use of such tube networks has not been exploited as it has been argued that the attenuation bands are too narrow. 7 But their attenuation bandwidth may be enhanced by removing the restrictions imposed by Stewart and by increasing the number of parallel ducts. Selamet and Easwaran 8 developed a close form expression for the transmission loss characteristics and resonance locations for an n-duct configuration. The analysis, however, was restricted to the configuration where inlets and outlets of all the "n" ducts were connected together, respectively.
The physical connection of two or more acoustic elements makes the pressure equal in all of the elements associated at the point of connection. In the present work, it is assumed that the lateral dimensions of all the elements are such that the disturbances ͑the higher order modes͒ that are created at the junction of elements or at any sharp bend that may be present, die out within a very small distance ͑as compared to the lengths of the converging tubes͒ from the junction or the bend for the whole frequency range of interest. So, the pressure field outside this small region of disturbance can be considered as plane in nature and this pressure has been considered equal in all the elements at the junctions. While using complex acoustic elements, the only care that must be taken is to ensure that plane wave assumption holds good in the frequency range of interest in all of the constituting elements of the network. Insofar as the present work is concerned, the walls of all the acoustic elements are assumed to be strictly rigid so as to avoid any dispersive effect in the waves carried through them. The summation of volume velocity is also zero at these points. Such points of connection of elements, hereafter, in analogy to the electrical circuitry terminology, are referred to as nodes in the present paper. Similarly, the acoustic element connecting any two nodes is referred to as a branch to keep the discussion general with respect to the elements constituting an acoustic filter ͑explicit mention of some of the used elements has been made in the next section͒. Such systems or acoustic filters with many nodes and branches are referred to as acoustic networks in the present paper. So, as an example, the configuration taken up by Selamet and Easwaran in their work 8 shall be referred to here as a 2-node, n-branch network of rigid walled ducts.
In the existing literature, generally, two methods, namely, the transfer matrix method and stiffness matrix method, are followed to analyze suchlike mufflers or any acoustic network in general. Chainlike networks similar to a muffler or a long duct with many changes of cross sectional area and many segments for which individual transfer matrices are known, have been dealt with as a cascade by means of the transfer matrix approach. 9, 10 Apart from the attempt to get a broad band sound attenuation, as in the case of automobile mufflers and multiply tuned quincke tubes, there is another objective of the analysis of networks of acoustic wave guides. In the gas piping systems, the knowledge of resonance frequencies is more important than the overall sound attenuation. Simplified analyses have been used to study resonance in pipelines.
11 To 12, 13 analyzed the acoustic propagation in piping systems by developing a computer program based on the transfer matrix approach. In applying his approach, one needs to first locate the subsystems with certain input/output combination. For example, one-inputone-output, one-input-two-output, two-input-one-output, etc. This task becomes very complicated when one deals with a fairly complex network of filter elements. Again, at times, it can be very difficult to distinguish a two-input-oneoutput subsystem from a one-input-two-output subsystem, and so on.
Craggs et al. 14 have used the stiffness matrix method to analyze the attenuation behavior of sound waves in pipe networks. They have used a two-dimensional finite element model ͑FEM͒ of the bends and junctions of the network and combined these solutions with exact solutions for the pipe to study the overall sound attenuation in a certain network of pipes, which they have verified experimentally.
Recently, Dowling and Peat 15 have used the transfer matrix approach to analyze silencers of general geometry. They have devised a path fraction algorithm to break the complete network into subsystems of simpler elements. This method uses a fork ͑similar to the one-input-two-output subsystem of To 12 ͒ to connect a single input to two outputs. But, if a number of branches emerge from a single point and all of them are connected to some different locations, which in turn may be the confluence point of many other branches of the network, it may not be possible to break the network using only forks, particularly in the case of three-dimensional networks, which is common in all realistic gas piping systems.
The present paper suggests a transfer matrix based approach to analyze a generalized m-node, n-branch, two-port network of ducts ͑e.g., see Fig. 1͒ . The fifth configuration of the figure below shows two ducts emerging from the same point and they seem to be overlapping. This confusion can be avoided if the network is visualized in a three-dimensional space. An example of such a configuration has been shown in Fig. 2 where several branches emerge from the same point of the network. So, the concept of line diagram has been used to represent the networks and is discussed in the next section. A scheme has been proposed to label the network. A connectivity matrix is formed using the network labeling. The connectivity matrix gives an indication of acoustically similar networks with different physical appearance. An algorithm has been developed to use the connectivity matrix to automate the generation of the pressure balance equations, and volume-velocity continuity equations along with the proper transfer matrices between the nodes. The final transfer matrix, which relates the acoustic variables at the upstream and downstream points, is then evaluated from which the transmission loss can be calculated. 9, 10 Investigation of complex, multiply connected mufflers is carried out using the present method. This generalized network can be used to analyze many other acoustic elements which cannot be thought of as networks on a first look. Some such cases are analyzed to show the usefulness of this generalized network analysis.
The present study consists of four sections. Following this Introduction, the algorithm developed is discussed. Then, the predictions are validated and some configurations are analyzed to show the flexibility and usefulness of the approach. One section exclusively deals with the investigation of multiply connected mufflers. The study is then summarized and concluded with some final remarks.
II. ALGORITHM
As pointed out previously, some times it becomes difficult to comprehend from the two-dimensional representation of networks. The three-dimensional figures are not suitable for analysis either. So, the line diagram representation is used in the present work to represent the networks. A general m-node, n-branch network can be drawn by first noting the nodes of the network. As indicated above, a node represents a branching of a certain duct into several elements or the confluence of several elements at a specific point. Then the nodes can be connected by appropriate number of elements referred to as branches or edges as indicated in a preceding section. The lateral dimensions of these elements have been considered small so as to have the plane wave region up to the maximum frequency of interest. The medium inside the elements is assumed to be a gaseous fluid so that the rigidity assumption for the walls can be relied upon to a reasonable degree of accuracy. These elements can be simple rigid walled ducts, expansion chambers with or without any extended inlet/outlet, concentric tube resonators, duct with any number of mutually interacting perforated ducts, 16 or for that matter, any other newly developed element. The theory of deriving the transfer matrices for many of these filter elements has been discussed in the literature. 9, 10 The detailed derivation of transfer matrix for some particular acoustic element may become very involved at times. The simplicity of the present method lies in the fact that the transfer matrix ͑derived rigorously͒ of such complex elements can also be used directly without going into the intricacies of the derivation. The cutoff frequency for the constituting elements, however, can be calculated from their geometrical parameters by referring to the respective literature.
A statement is worth noting regarding the abovementioned elements. Complex elements like concentric tube resonators or similar can be used directly in the network if the transfer matrix for the same is known a priori. Otherwise these elements can themselves be analyzed as networks made of simpler elements. The end terminations can be directly incorporated as separate elements and the transfer matrices for such terminations take into account the impedance of the termination. So, no special treatment is needed to handle such situations. However, the rigid terminations can be dealt with in a much simpler way. A rigid duct of very small crosssectional area ͑nearing zero͒ and a very large length ͑arbi-trarily large͒ can be imagined to be emerging from such a termination and can be connected to any point of the network. When two or more such terminations exist, they can be connected to each other in this manner. This kind of treatment of the termination has been illustrated in subsequent sections. The lengths of the network branches need not be considered while drawing these line diagrams. An example of a line diagram is shown in Fig. 3 ͑the inlet and the outlet tubes have not been considered͒ with its corresponding twodimensional network representation. A sudden change in area can also be handled by introducing nodes at such discontinuities. Such configurations are analyzed later in a subsequent section.
Once the line diagram is prepared, the next step is to number the nodes. The nodes are numbered sequentially, starting from 1, and this is assigned to the inlet of the network. The numbering of intermediate nodes can be done arbitrarily except that the outlet of the network must be assigned the highest node number. The complete algorithm has been implemented through a computer program using MATLAB Version 6. In the data input stage, which is the first stage of the algorithm, the program involves gathering data regarding the connectivities among the different elements as user input with the help of the line diagram. It also involves gathering information about the type of elements for each connection, physical data ͑radii, lengths, perforation parameters, etc.͒ for each element, and then storing the complete information as an editable data file. When multiple interacting ducts are to be included in the network some more data ͑information about the nodes that are associated with the multiply interacting duct͒ must be entered so that the program can identify all the nodes which are associated with these interacting ducts. To enter this information correctly, the line diagram itself is modified with dotted lines ͑instead of solid lines͒ between the nodes which are part of these interacting nodes. Use of this kind of line diagram has been illustrated in subsequent sections through examples. This data file can later be edited manually to make small changes for some parametric study which would help in reducing the total designing time of any particular filter or muffler configuration. Each node may or may not be connected to all the other nodes, and between any pair of nodes there can be several branches. In the analysis stage, the program reads data from the stored file and generates the program variables. The connectivity information is stored in the form of a matrix, hereafter called the connectivity matrix. For the network shown in Fig. 3 , this would look like the matrix ͓C͔ in Eq. ͑1͒, 
͑1͒
The cross marks in the diagonal position suggests that each node is connected to itself. Nonzero values in other positions denote the number of branches between the pair of nodes, the pair being decided by the position in the matrix. For example, ͓C͔ 23 = 1 indicates that there is only one branch connecting the pair of nodes 2 and 3, and so on. A zero at any position implies that the corresponding nodes are not connected directly. The upper diagonal part of this connectivity matrix is then traversed for getting the information about the number of branches between each pair of nodes, and labels are assigned to them sequentially as 
where p is the acoustic pressure and v is the acoustic mass velocity. ͓TM͔ is the transfer matrix, superscripts "u" and "d" denote the upstream/downstream points and "L i " denotes the branch for which the equation is being written. The above equations could also have been written in terms of the progressive forward and rearward moving pressure waves. 6 The advantage of writing in the transfer matrix form is that, any acoustic element ͑or a cascade of elements͒ for which transfer matrix is known can directly be incorporated between any pair of nodes; a branch does not have to be a uniform tube, duct or pipe. This makes the algorithm more general in terms of analyzing various networks with different acoustic elements. The equations are generated using the symbolic arithmetic so that final results can be evaluated in two different forms. One can assign numerical values to all parameters and solve the final equation numerically. Alternatively, the equations can be solved symbolically and later on the numerical values can be assigned. The second method generally takes much longer time to solve and is computationally more demanding on the resources. But once this solution is obtained the parametric studies become much easier and faster. So, if the network is made of tubes only, which happens to be the case in the current example, Eq. ͑2͒ becomes
where k = / a 0 and Y i = a 0 / S i . k is the wave number and Y i denotes the characteristic impedance of ith branches labeled as L i . is the driving frequency, a 0 is the speed of sound in air, and S i represents the cross-sectional area of ith branch. The transfer matrix equations for the first duct of the present example that are generated in the program are given as
Each such equation introduces four new unknowns in the total list of unknowns. Conditions for pressure equilibrium at each node or junction of acoustic elements can be expressed as Eq. ͑6͒ and the corresponding equations for the case at hand are given as Eq. ͑7͒,
͑7͒
Here, j traverses through all the elements ͑except the element with the lowest serial number͒ present at a particular junction of elements and i represents the element which bears the lowest serial number among the set of elements present at that junction. The "up" or the "down" status is read from the matrix generated during the file reading process to obtain the connectivity matrix. Equation ͑6͒ represents the pressure equilibrium equation at the intermediate nodes. The corresponding equations for the inlet and the outlet ports, respectively, are as follows:
For the present example network, the pressure equilibrium equations are given as
Continuity of mass velocity ͑assuming uniform density͒ at the nodes is expressed as
at the inlet of the network, as 
at the outlet of the network, and as
at the intermediate junctions. For the present example network ͑Fig. 3͒, the equations for continuity of volume velocity are given as
for the inlet and outlet on the network, respectively, and
for the intermediate nodes.
It is worth noting that addition of each new branch introduces four more equations. For example, when a new branch is added to a single tube having six equations, to form the Herschel-Quincke tube, the number of equations increases to 10. So, for an n-duct configuration the total number of equations would be 4n + 2. Each transfer matrix equation introduces four additional unknown variables. Therefore, there would be 4n unknowns. The state variables at the inlet and the outlet ports, namely p u , v u , p d , and v d , add four more unknowns making the total number of unknowns 4n + 4. On eliminating the intermediate unknown variables, the pressure and the volume velocity at the inlet of the network can be expressed in terms of those at the outlet of the network. Then, setting v d = 0 and p d = 1 in the pressure equation, T 11 can be found out. Similarly, the other three terms, namely, T 12 , T 21 , and T 22 of the transfer matrix can also be evaluated. Then the two upstream variables at the inlet port can be expressed in terms of the two downstream variables at the outlet port as
where T ij ͑i , j =1,2͒ are known as the four-pole parameters of the system. The transmission loss for the network can be expressed in terms of these four-pole parameters as 9 TL a = 20 log 10
where Y is the characteristic impedance of the upstream duct ͑inlet port͒ or the downstream duct ͑outlet port͒, assumed to be equal in Eq. ͑18͒.
III. VALIDATION OF THE ALGORITHM
Some self-consistency checks have been carried out for validation of the algorithm described above. For a 2-node, 2-branch ͑L 1 , L 2 being the lengths of the two branches͒ network the transmission loss has been calculated. This network is supposed to be acoustically identical to a simple expansion chamber 8 when the two branches become equal in length, the area of expansion chamber being equal to the combined area of the two ducts. In this case the expression for TL is given by Davis et al. 7 as TL = 10 log 10 ͓1 +
where m, the area ratio, is given by ͑S 1 + S 2 ͒ / S u . S 1 , S 2 are the area of cross section of the two branches and S u is the crosssectional area of the upstream duct. The TL predicted from the present network analysis has been verified to be identical to that from Eq. ͑19͒ as expected. The TL curve for unequal lengths ͑L 2 L 1 ͒ has been observed to be above the TL curve for equal lengths of the branches. This comparison brings out the importance of the role of unequal branch lengths in wave cancellation. 8 as shown in Fig. 5 . After validating for a 2-node, n-branch configuration, the approach has been used to predict transmission loss for an m-node, n-branch ͑6-node, 7-branch͒ network of tubes. The experimental results obtained by Craggs et al. 14 for the network have been compared in Fig. 6 with those obtained from the present approach. The two can be seen to be matching well. The dimensions ͑in meters͒ and other parameters used here are the same as those used in Ref. 14 and are as follows:
The branch denoted by L 7 , in fact, is an expansion chamber with inlet length of 0.1555 m, expanded chamber length of 0.05 m and area expansion ratio of 3.25 to confirm with the dimensions used in the cited reference. They have used a square cross section for the tubes of the network. For the present study, tubes with the same area of cross 
IV. SOME PARAMETRIC STUDIES
A general 4-node, 5-branch network is shown in Fig.  7͑a͒ . Figures 7͑b͒ and 7͑c͒ show similar networks with expansion chambers in one and two of their branches, respectively. All these networks can be analyzed as 4-node networks if the transfer matrix for the branches with expansion chambers is used directly between the corresponding nodes. They can also be analyzed by introducing more number of nodes in the branches and this method has been used here for the analysis. The line diagrams for the above configurations are shown in the inset of Fig. 8 . The curves show the transmission loss predicted for the networks shown in the inset comprising a number of tubes and expansion chambers. For the configuration ͑a͒ of Fig. 8 , the dimensions ͑in meters͒ used are r u = r 1 = r 2 = r 3 = r 4 = r 5 = r d , r u = 0.02,
The configuration ͑b͒ shown in the inset of Fig. 8 consists of an expansion chamber on its upper branch between nodes 3 and 4 ͑denoted by L 5 ͒. Dimensions for this configuration are considered in such a way that the total length of the upper branch of configurations ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ remains the same, i.e., 
In a similar way, the configuration ͑c͒ consists of an additional expansion chamber on its lower branch between nodes 6 and 7 ͑denoted by L 8 ͒,
, and r 5 = r 8 = 3r u .
From the TL curves of Fig. 8 it can be inferred that by inclusion of multiple expansion chambers in the side branches it is possible to enhance the attenuation bandwidth.
The present approach can be used for analysis of other acoustical elements. Figure 9 shows such an example where a branch resonator has been analyzed as a special case of the equivalent network shown in the inset. The corresponding line diagram also has been included in the inset figure. The dimensions ͑in meters͒ used are L 1 = 0.02, L 3 = 0.08, L 4 = 0.02, L 5 = 0.13, r 1 = 0.005, r 2 = 0.02, r 3 = 0.04, r 4 = 0.005, r 5 = 0.04. In order to simulate the above effect, the radius of the duct between nodes 5 and 6 ͑r 6 ͒ has been taken as almost zero as has been discussed previously. Length L 2 was chosen to be 0.02 m which, in fact, may be assigned any value. It can be seen from the figure that the result from onedimensional analysis correlates well with the prediction from the present approach. The above equivalence motivates analysis of other desired special acoustic elements using an appropriate equivalent network having side branches at many places of the network. By properly choosing the lengths and radii of various ducts and branches, the attenuation behavior can be controlled to obtain better performance over a desired frequency range.
A. Analysis of multiply connected mufflers
The present approach can be applied to analyze mufflers containing multiply connected components. One simple example of such a muffler and its line diagram representation are shown in Fig. 10 . It can be seen from the diagram that the pressure field inside the perforated inlet and in the outer annular duct at plane "A" are interacting with the pressure field in the main duct at plane "B." So, this multiple connection inside the muffler has been dealt with in the line diagram. Representation of the rigid terminations as long, narrow duct also has been illustrated in this example. The branch representing this long duct is shown by the length "l 8 " in the figure. The dimensions ͑in meters͒ of the muffler are as follows:
The nondimensional perforate impedance, , for the perforated portion of the extended inlet has been calculated according to the following expression:
where t is the thickness of the duct wall and d h is the diameter of the holes in the perforated region, and represents the porosity of the perforated portion given by the ratio of open area to the total area of that part. The perforate impedance has been nondimensionalized with respect to the characteristic impedance of air medium. It is to be noted that for these dimensions, the cut-on frequency for the first higher order mode is calculated to be about 2.0 kHz. The sound speed is assumed to be 340 m / s for the above calculation of cut-on frequency.
The predicted transmission loss spectrum from the present approach has been shown in Fig. 11 . A comparison has been made with the results from the 3D-FEM analysis of the same muffler performed with SYSNOISE®, a commercial FEM package. 17 The results can be seen to be in good agreement for the whole frequency range of interest. The computational time ͑ϳ200 millisecond per frequency͒ for the FEM analysis is not much as compared to the network analysis, for the mesh required for reasonable accurate results for the case under discussion. But, the modeling and the mesh generation takes a good amount of time as compared to the data input time for the present analysis. The present analysis even presents a simpler data input scheme as compared to the path fraction algorithm 15 discussed in the introductory section. So, when it comes to parametric study for optimizing the muffler dimensions, the FEM analysis is not a convenient tool as compared to the network analysis. Figure  12 shows a still more complex multiply connected muffler and the predicted TL spectrum is shown in Fig. 13 . It can be seen that the predicted result correlates well with the FEM results. The same perforate impedance expression has been used for both the perforated regions of the muffler. The convenience of using this approach vis-a-vis any FEM package can be realized during the parametric study ͑with respect to geometrical variables͒ of any system. Though the execution time for the FEM analysis ͑with a fine mesh͒ is comparable with that for the present approach, the geometrical model and the FE mesh must be generated afresh for each variation, which is very time consuming, particularly for conducting a parametric study required for design purposes. Figure 14 shows TL curves for the two configurations shown in the inset. The curves are indeed overlapping. Though the two configurations seem to be physically very different from one another, yet their acoustic behavior, at least in the plane wave range, is identical. The figures of the network in the inset have not been drawn to scale for a quick appreciation of the fact that is being emphasized. For analysis, however, the corresponding lengths between each pair of node have been kept the same for the two networks to become equivalent. Thus the approach outlined here can be used to verify different networks with different physical appearance for their acoustical equivalence.
B. Example of acoustically equivalent but physically different networks

V. CONCLUSIONS
A generalized approach for analyzing the sound attenuation behavior of complex networks ͑comprising m nodes and n branches͒ of acoustic filter elements containing gaseous, nondispersive fluids has been presented based on the plane wave assumption. Results for known acoustical elements have been reproduced using the approach as limiting cases, and have been shown to correlate well. The transmission loss predictions have been validated against experimental results from available literature. Higher order modes may affect the accuracy of the approach at higher frequencies for complex networks. The locations of the resonant frequencies however can be predicted with better accuracy. Use of the proposed method has been made to analyze some complex, multiply connected automobile mufflers. Validation has been done through comparison with some analytical closed form results, experimental results, and FEM solutions in some cases where they were available. The approach has also been used to show acoustical equivalence of apparently different networks which in turn can be utilized for designing networks with better space utilization. Apart from networks of simple tubes, networks with multiple expansion chambers at various branches and side branch resonators have been investigated for their pattern of sound attenuation. The results obtained reveal the acoustic resonant frequencies of the configuration under consideration and can be used for analyzing complex network systems with different acoustical elements in the constituent branches.
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